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For more than 20 years, the Compagnie Marie Chouinard has triumphed on the world stage with 
both the incandescent solo Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun and a very spirited Sacre du 
printemps. And as if the gift of restaging these masterpieces wasn’t enough, she is augmenting 
their savage power by presenting them to live accompaniment by some 92 musicians from the 
Orchestre symphonique des jeunes de Montréal, under the direction of Louis Lavigueur. 
Magnificent. 
 

 
 
PRELUDE TO THE AFTERNOON OF A FAUN 
 
CREDITS 
 
Premiere : Festival international of Taipei, Taïwan, October 21,1994 / Debussy version 1987 
 
Choreography and Artistic Direction : Marie Chouinard 
 
Music: Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, Claude Debussy, 1894 
 
Dancer: Carol Prieur 
 
Lighting: Alain Lortie 
 
Costumes: Louis Montpetit and Marie Chouinard 
 
Make-up: Jacques Lee Pelletier 
 
*Dancer for the world premiere: Dominique Porte 
 
A COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD production in coproduction with the National Arts Centre 
(Ottawa) and the Laidlaw Foundation (Toronto) 
 
 
 
ABOUT PRÉLUDE À PRELUDE TO THE AFTERNOON OF A FAUN 
 
In creating Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun (1987) and giving substance to that mythical 
beast, Marie Chouinard was inspired by photos of the original presentation choreographed by 
Nijinsky, which caused a scandal in 1912. She thus imagined a dance with a flattened profile, with 
the 7 alluring nymphs of the original represented by 7 beams of light. The musical score was 
composed of sounds activated by trigger mechanisms attached to her body. Then, at the request 
of the organizers of the Taipei International Festival of the Arts, she transposed this syncopated 
solo to the music of Debussy, which gave rise to Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun. 
 
In 1994, the Compagnie Marie Chouinard was invited to perform The Rite of Spring at the Taipei 
International Dance Festival in Taiwan, with Igor Stravinsky’s music being performed by the Taipei 
Symphony Orchestra. Because the work’s length made it possible, festival organizers suggested 
that Afternoon of a Faun be added to the program.  
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Upon learning that the company did not perform the work using Claude Debussy’s score, the 
festival encouraged Marie Chouinard to create a new solo version. This is how Prelude to the 
Afternoon of a Faun (the Debussy version) came into being. 
 
This new version takes up the same gestures and sequences as Marie Chouinard’s initial work. 
When she first created this work, she had not been comfortable with Debussy’s music. She now 
discovered, however, that her Faun was well enough established, the role well enough defined, to 
be set to Debussy’s music, and the experience was more than conclusive. (Marie Chouinard later 
learned that Nijinski didn’t really enjoy dancing to Debussy’s music, which was imposed on him by 
Serge de Diaghilev – as if to confirm her original intuition.) Since that time, Prelude to the 
Afternoon of a Faun (the Debussy version) and The Rite of Spring have been performed together 
on the same program. 
 
The solo Prelude to the  Afternoon of a Faun will be interpreted by the unique dancer Carol Prieur 
who celebrated in 2015 her 20 years with the Compagnie Marie Chouinard. Moreover, to mark 
this remarkable commitment and pay tribute to this exceptional dancer, the Compagnie Marie 
Chouinard has published a book and a documentary : Carol Prieur dancer / dancer Compagnie 
Marie Chouinard. 
 
The Taipei festival was also responsible for another turning point in the history of the Compagnie 
Marie Chouinard. For the first time, when creating Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, Marie 
Chouinard was obliged to teach one of her solo roles to another dancer. This first experience in 
“passing on” her work led to the retrospective of solos now found in the company’s repertory, Les 
Solos 1978-1998, among which can be found the Afternoon of a Faun in its original version. 
 
 
LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS 
 
CREDITS 
 
World Premiere :	  National Atrs Center in Ottawa, Canada, June 18th, 1993*	  
 
Conception, Artistic Direction and Choreography :	  Marie Chouinard	  
 
Musics : Signatures sonores, Rober Racine, 1992, 12 minutes. Le Sacre du printemps, Igor 
Stravinsky, 1913 - with the courtesy of Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., Publisher and copyright holder 
 
Dancers : Sébastien Cossette-Masse, Paige Culley, Valeria Galluccio, Leon Kupferschmid, Lucy M. 
May, Mariusz Ostrowski, Sacha Ouellette-Deguire, Carol Prieur, James Viveiros, Megan Walbaum	  
 
Light : Marie Chouinard 
 
Costumes : L Vandal. Accessories Zaven Paré 
 
Make up : Jacques-Lee Pelletier 
 
Hairdressing :	  Daniel Éthier	  
 

*Dancers for the World Première Marie-Josée Paradis, Mathilde Monnard, Daniel Éthier, Dominique 
Porte, Pamela Newell, José Navas, Jeremy Weichsel. 
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A production of the COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD in coproduction with the National Arts 
Centre (Ottawa, Canada), the Festival international de nouvelle danse (Montréal, Canada) and the 
Kunstentrum Vooruit (Gand, Belgique). 

The COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD thank the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, the 
Canada Council for the Arts, the Arts Council of Montreal.  

 
ABOUT THE RITE OF SPRING 
 
In Marie Chouinard's work, The Rite of Spring occupies a special position. In choosing to 
reexamine this powerful hymn to life, she has created her first choreography based on a musical 
score. Igor Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring explores a New World and marks the entry of dance into 
modernity. In this avant-garde work, Marie Chouinard again finds an original pulsation that is 
essential to her movement. Far from contradicting the rhythm of her dance, the cadence and 
force of the music inspire, accompany and energize her, forming both the echo and the musical 
counterpoint of an organic, vigourous and vivid choreography. 
 
For Marie Chouinard, all forms are the movement through space of a specific vital energy. Unlike 
previous choreographers working with Stravinsky's piece, she constructed her Rite around solos, 
seeking to awaken in strong, clear movements the intimate mystery of each dancer. 
 
" There is no story in my Rite", she explains, "no development, no cause and effect. Only 
synchronicity. It is as if I were dealing with the very moment after the instant life first appeared. 
The performance is the unfolding of that moment. I have the feeling that before that moment 
there was an extraordinary burst of light, a flash of lightning." 
 

The Rite of Spring is usually danced by 10 dancers. In the " big cities", it is often danced by 12 

dancers, but for the occasion, it will be by 13 dancers in Montreal. The fantastic Carol Prieur will 

be part of the distribution and she has, in 2015, celebrated her 20 -year career with the 

company. 

 
MARIE CHOUINARD – CHOREOGRAPHER 
 
In 1978 Marie Chouinard presented her first work, Crystallization, which immediately established 
her as an exceptional artist driven by an infectious search for the genuine.	   The show has been 
followed by some fifty choreographies, action performances, vocal works, installations and films,  
where she affirms and refines an unwavering interest in the human body and formal research. 
After 12 years as a solo performer and choreographer, Marie Chouinard founded her own 
company in 1990, the Compagnie Marie Chouinard. 
 
Marie Chouinard has lived in New York, Berlin, Bali and Nepal. Her travels, her curiosity, her 
eclectic studies and her understanding of various techniques allow her to explore the body in 
different ways. She has created more than 50 solo and group works. The works created since 
1978 reflect the concerns of this surprising choreographer: her view of dance as a sacred art, her 
respect for the body as a vehicle of that art, her virtuoso approach to performance and the 
invention of a different universe for each new piece. 
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In Marie Chouinard’s alphabet, elements respond to one another as in a classical structure while 
integrating different cultural understandings of the body as infinitely intelligent. Her raw material 
is the dancers’ flesh, bones and muscles, the instinct and vital impulse of the human body whose 
intimate connections she exposes. 
 As a carrier of meaning, each gesture becomes the “phoneme” of a thought imbedded in the 
body, while form reflects the dancer’s soul as it resides in organs, cells and energetic circuits. 
Celebrating the human body as a vehicle of life, Marie Chouinard and her contributors work 
together to create choreographic pieces that reveal a world of primal light, coded sounds and 
protean forms, through vigorous and incandescent movements. 
 
Also a set and lighting designer and a photographer, her opus includes multimedia pieces (the 
installations Cantique no 3, created with Louis Dufort, and Icônes, created with Luc Courchesne) 
and films (bODY_rEMIX/les_vARIATIONS_gOLDBERG).   
 
In 2008 her collection of poems entitled Chantier des extases was published by Éditions du 
passage, which in 2010 released the magnificent  COMPAGNIE_MARIE_CHOUINARD_COMPANY, a 
book that celebrates two prolific decades of great dance, from Les Trous du ciel (1991) to LE 
NOMBRE D’OR (LIVE) (2010). It includes numerous colour photos. 
 
In 2011 she participated in the collective exhibit BIG BANG at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 
where she presented the installation Paradisi Gloria. The same year, she created LES PRIX DE LA 
DANSE, International dance award. In 2012 her pictorial works were displayed under the title 
Dessins at the Galerie Donald Browne in Montreal and in Toronto at the Toronto International Art 
Fair. 
 
Named an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2007, Marie Chouinard has received several awards 
including a Bessie Award in New York (2000), the Denise Pelletier Award (2010), the Imperial 
Tobacco Foundation arts achievement award (2010), and the title of Chevalier in the Ordre des 
Arts et des Lettres (France, 2009). The name of Marie Chouinard became a dictionary entry in Le 
Petit Larousse illustré in 2010 and in Le Robert in 2011. In 2012 the Conseil des arts et les lettres 
du Québec gave her the award for best choreography for LE NOMBRE D’OR (LIVE). 
 
 
 
 
MARIE CHOUINARD – COMPANY 
 
The international reputation of the Compagnie Marie Chouinard is the result of thirty years of 
work by Montreal artist Marie Chouinard. Now a fixture on the world’s major stages and festivals, 
the company has its roots in Chouinard’s first creation in 1978, the solo Crystallization. This piece, 
which immediately earned her a reputation for originality, was followed by over fifty 
choreographic productions, action-performances, vocal works, installations and films, in which she 
refined her lifelong interest in formal research and the human body. From 1978 to 1990, Marie 
Chouinard performed alone throughout the world, developing a personal language with a 
universal resonance. 
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In 1990 she formed the Compagnie Marie Chouinard. In the works she has created since then, 
the choreographer has explored the poetics of the body in immediate, intelligible and ever-
surprising ways. Each new piece is an odyssey through the history of humanity, while avoiding the 
chronology or linearity of a narrative. In work stripped to its bare essence, a theatrical, quasi-
operatic effect is achieved, the elements of “living art” brought to the fore through various 
techniques of composition and staging.  
The dancer is presented as a singular entity, a being constructed before our eyes, whose rhythmic 
configurations are broken down into micro-divisions, analogous to the fluctuations of verbal 
communication. Although her works may be perceived as provocations, they are better viewed as 
pathways towards freedom and compassion, where humour is possible and Eros omnipresent. The 
architecture of the cosmos, the inner intelligence of the body and the inexhaustible complexity of 
its articulations and mutations harmonize in formally accomplished constructions in which style 
and substance are in perfect resonance. 
 
Her first group work, Les Trous du ciel (1991), was acclaimed in Canada, the United States and 
Europe. Critics and public alike felt the same intensity as in her solos, which was heightened by 
the numerous dancers. 
 
At the 2005 Venice Biennale Marie Chouinard created bODY_rEMIX/gOLDBERG_vARIATIONS, 
which was a huge success from its first performance. In this work, the company’s ten dancers 
often appear on points: on one, two, and even four at a time, using different devices—crutches, 
ropes, prostheses, horizontal bars, harnesses—to create unusual body shapes and gestural 
dynamics which, in terms of toil, pleasure and invention, echo the human condition. “Chouinard 
and her excellent dancers achieve a virtuoso meditation on the beauty and frailty of the human 
body.” (Tagesspiegel, Berlin) 
 
That same year, to mark dancer Carol Prieur’s 10th anniversary with the company, Marie 
Chouinard created the solo Movements, sixty-four drawings, a poem and an afterword by Henri 
Michaux. Here the choreographer attempted to decode the artist’s drawings, his "feast of bursting 
lines, spots and kaleidoscopic arms", through the dance of Carol Prieur. 
 
In 2007, the company moves into it own space, L’Espace Marie Chouinard, located in Montreal.  
 
Since its creation, the company has presented over 1000 performances everywhere around the 
world. The company receives invitations from the world’s most prestigious theatres and festivals. 
The COMAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD obtains co-productions with some of the greatest names of 
the world of arts: the Biennale de Venise, the ImPulsTanz-Vienna International Dance Festival, the 
Théâtre de la Ville in Paris, the Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbonne, Movimentos Festwochender 
Autostadt in Wolfsburg, Fondazione Musica Per Roma in Rome, as well as Festival TransAmériques 
and the Place des Arts in Montreal, or the National Arts Centre in Ottawa. The company often has 
the honour to open or to close festivals, and it is regularly invited to present more than a piece 
from its repertory. Fifteen years after its creation, for instance, the masterpiece The Rite of Spring 
is still presented. Another work by Marie Chouinard, 24 Preludes by Chopin, became part of the 
National Ballet of Canada’s repertory in 2008. 
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The European premiere of THE GOLDEN MEAN (LIVE) was presented at the Venice Biennale, and 
the solo morning glories :) - ( : performed before sold-out audiences in the legendary Teatro La 
Fenice. 
 
On July 15, 2010 the COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD was awarded the Imperial Tobacco 
Foundation's Arts Achievement Award, which recognizes “artistic excellence and sustained 
innovative Canadian arts organization achievements.” 
In July 2011, the internationally renowned Impulstanz festival in Vienna presented HENRI 
MICHAUX: MOUVEMENTS, the COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD’s new group choreography. 
 
 
CAROL PRIEUR – 20 years career with Compagnie Marie Chouinard 
 
In 1995, Carol Prieur joins Compagnie Marie Chouinard. During these 20 years of collaboration, 
she danced more than 30 works and embodying various characters, creatures and strange beings. 
Several roles and solos were created specifically for her. Recently, she took over the role of the 
Étude No. 1, a solo tap dance where she again demonstrates the breadth of his talent. 
Internationally recognized, Carol Prieur received several awards and honors. In 2014, she was the 
first recipient of RQD Price - Performer within the Dance Award in Montreal. In 2010, the German 
magazine Tanz has devoted dancer of the year for her performance in Le Nombre D'Or (Live), 
choreographic work of Marie Chouinard where she delivers a breathtaking solo. In 2009, 
alongside all the interpreters of the Company, she won a Gemini Award for his participation in the 
film bODY_rEMIX / les_vARIATIONS_gOLDGBERG. She also won in 2003, the Moving Pictures 
Festival of Dance on Film and Video in Toronto, the interpretation of price with Benoît Lachambre 
for their performance in the film Marie Chouinard Cantinque No. 1. 

 
 
THE ORCHESTRE DE SYMPHONIQUE DES JEUNES DE MONTRÉAL  
 
The Orchestre symphonique des jeunes de Montréal was founded by Sandra Wilson. Since its 
inception, the OSJM has performed over 350 concerts, recorded over 50 albums and created a 
dozen pieces from Quebec composers. The orchestra has also completed many other tours: five in 
Canada, four in Europe and one in the United States. 
 

The Orchestra has contributed to the musical training of more than 1000 musicians, many of which 
are now part of renowned orchestras, whether in Canada, United States or Europe. Others have 
careers as soloists or chamber musicians. Since its creation, the OSJM has given more than 350 
concerts, made five European tours, five Canadian tours, a tour in China and another in the United 
States, created a dozen works by Quebec composers and finally, participated in twenty festivals in 
Europe and Canada. The OSJM had enthusiastically prepared a tour in Poland in the summer of 2015.  
 

Three music directors were at the head of the OSJM: Jacques Clément, Mario Duschesnes and Louis 
Lavigueur. The conductor, the great Louis Lavigueur, has been with the OSJM since 1986. Under his 
clever direction, he motivates the young musicians and trains them to make to orchestra one of the 
best in Canada. 
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By the number and quality of his activites, the OSJM has proven his relevance in the Montreal’s 
musical environement over the years. 

 
 
LOUIS LAVIGUEUR – ARTISTIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR  
 
He is conductor of the Conservatoire de musique de Montréal Orchestra and of the Ensemble 
Sinfonia de Montréal. He also served as conductor in residence for the McGill University Orchestra. 
One of few conductors equally at ease with both choir and orchestra, he is the conductor of the 
Conservatoire de musique de Montréal Chorus and artistic director of the Ensemble vocal 
Polymnie, the Choeur polyphonique de Montréal and the Choeur classique de Montréal. Well 
renowed pedagogue, Louis Lavigueur has taught at Laval, McGill and Montreal’s Universities as 
well as Pierre Laporte’s high school. He still teaches at the Montreal Conservatory of Music.  
 

As a guest conductor he has directed several choirs and orchestras in Canada, France, 
Switzerland, Czech Republic and Romania. He signed several discs with the Orchestre 
Métropolitain and the OSJM he led on tour in Greece, France, Belgium, Germany, China and more. 
In May, 2011, Maestro Lavigueur was named Chevalier of the National Order of Québec, the most 
prestigious honour awarded in Quebec. 

 
 
 
PRESS QUOTES 

 Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun  

“ Instead of a dancer playing a Faun, there was a real live Faun. I still don’t understand how Marie 
Chouinard managed to convince this real live faun to appear before us. No human, be it dancer 
or otherwise, could move like this Faun did. People just don’t. (...) This Faun is a work of genius. 
Mesmerizing, raw and beyond any earthly thing I have witnessed.” —Freelance Dance Writer,  San 
Francisco 
 
« Puissance et générosité (...) les deux pièces [Le Sacre du printemps et Prélude à l’après-midi d’un 
faune] offrent les aspects conjugués de l’esprit Chouinard : l’exigence (sans doute farouche) de la 
perfection à la fois morphologique et technique, la rigueur de l’écriture chorégraphique, 
l’inventivité des lumières et des costumes, le ressenti organique. » — La Presse, Montréal 
 
« Deux oeuvres [Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune et Le Sacre du printemps] magistrales... »  
— DfDanse, Montréal 
 
« ... Lorsqu’elle livre sa version réinventée de l’après-midi d’un faune, on assiste indiscutablement 
à l’un des moments les plus intenses de l’histoire de la danse des dix dernières années. » — Le 
Devoir, Montréal 
 
“ Savage and infinitely refined...terrifying exhilarating, mysterious, immediate... “ — Village Voice, 
New York 
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The Rite of Spring  

“ The Choreography… powerful, dynamic, restrained, erotic, passionate, playful, shy, 
courageous… The dancers are swift, precise and extraordinarily harmonious… Excellent and 
convincing. “ — Finance Daily, Ljubljana [Slovenia] 
 
« Une interprétation époustouflante… » — Voir, Montréal 
  
“ Marie Chouinard’s Rite of Spring is, in short, a masterpiece. “ — Pittsburgh Tribune Review, 
Pittsburgh 
 
“ Under startlingly effective lighting, ten dancers are driven relentlessly by the compulsion of the 
music into an almost orgiastic, trance-like state of exhaustion.  It is powerful stuff, honouring the 
impetuousness of the music and exulting in a frenzy of life-affirming and arrestingly original 
dance. “ — Scotland on Sunday, Edinburgh 
 
 

This press kit consists of material provided by the company 
and by research conducted by the Danse Danse team. 


